Casalini Libri is pleased to offer two new thematic Core Collection in the fields of theology and music. The e-book packages are available for one-off purchase and include recent titles by scholarly publishers, hand-selected among the over 22,000 titles present on the Torrossa Platform. The offer of Core Collections on Torrossa becomes even richer with these two new subject-based subsets.

**Italian Titles (Editoria Italiana Online)**
- Core Art
- Core Language & Literature
- Core Cinema & Theatre
- Core Cultural Studies
- **NEW** Core Music
- **NEW** Core Theology

**Spanish Titles (Edición Española Online)**
- Core Art
- Core Language & Literature
- Core History
- Core Social Sciences
- **NEW** Core Music
- **NEW** Core Theology

Catalogues are available at [www.casalini.it/torrossa](http://www.casalini.it/torrossa).

Collections of core titles selected in previous years are available on request.

**CONTACTS**
For further information do not hesitate to contact us at torrossa@casalini.it.

Since its foundation in the late 1950's, Casalini Libri S.p.A. has been dedicated to the supply of bibliographical services, books and journals to national, academic and public libraries and institutions worldwide. Since its outset Casalini Libri has worked closely with libraries and publishers to develop customized supply and library services that suit the individual needs of our customers around the world.

The Casalini Libri Digital Division, established in January 2000 following an international pilot project, offers innovative electronic publishing services to the highest industry standards, collaborating with Italian and international publishers to create and distribute digital publications.

The company, headquartered in Fiesole (Florence, Italy), adheres to the ISO 9000 Quality Management System.

Editoria Italiana Online and Torrossa are registered trademarks of Casalini Libri S.p.A.
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